ABSTRACT Emotion-aware computing can recognize, interpret, process, and simulate human affects. These programs in this area are compute-intensive applications, so they need to be executed in parallel. Loops usually have regular structures and programs spend significant amounts of time executing them, and thus loops are ideal candidates for exploiting the parallelism of sequential programs. However, it is difficult to decide which set of loops should be parallelized to improve program performance. The existing research is one-size-fits-all strategy and cannot guarantee to select profitable loops to be parallelized. This paper proposes a novel loop selection approach based on machine learning (ML-based) for selecting the profitable loops and paralleling them on multi-core by speculative multithreading (SpMT). It includes establishing sufficient training examples, building and applying prediction model to select profitable loops for speculative parallelization. Using the ML-based loop selection approach, an unseen emotion-aware sequential program can obtain a stable, much higher speedup than the one-size-fits-all approach. On Prophet, which is a generic SpMT processor to evaluate the performance of multithreaded programs, the novel loop selection approach is evaluated and reaches an average speedup of 1.87 on a 4-core processor. Experiment results show that the ML-based approach can obtain a significant increase in speedup, and Olden benchmarks deliver a better performance improvement of 6.70% on a 4-core than the one-size-fits-all approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotion-aware computing is that computer has ability to recognize the emotional state of humans and gives an appropriate response for these emotions. In recent years, emotionaware computing could offer benefits and plays an important role in an almost limitless range of applications. For example, in intelligent recommender systems, the computer can assess emotional offset quantitatively to revise user ratings for improving the objectivity of context data [1] , [2] . In information retrieval systems, the computer can exploit emotions in short films and automatically extract affective context from user comments for emotion-aware film retrieval [3] . In healthcare cyber-physical systems, the computer can recognize patient's emotion and adjust the treatment plan by collecting the information published on the social networks [4] . In audio-visual emotion recognition, the computer can identify a user's emotion and behavior for providing a rich user experience [5] . In mobile cloud computing, the computer can offer emotion care for improving people's health status by providing personalized emotionaware services [6] . Other applications include community activity prediction [7] , human-computer interaction [8] and cloud gaming [9] . Because the emotion-aware computing is a compute-intensive task, the most existing emotion-aware applications need to be executed in parallel for quickly getting the results of the analysis.
With the rapid development of computer architecture, multi-core processors are the only way to build high-performance microprocessors now [10] . To improve speedups of emotion-aware applications on multi-core processors, these sequential programs must be reconstructed so that they can be executed in parallel [11] . SpMT is an auto-parallelization technology that depends on out of order execution on multi-core processors. Examples of SpMT include SEED [12] , DOE [13] , DOMORE [14] and Prophet [15] .
The programs usually spend a lot of time executing loops, consequently, loops are being the target of parallel computing. These research of [16] - [19] partitioned the loops into multithreads to improve program performance. Some existing loop selection schemes only decomposed innermost loops or outermost loops into multithreads, in which each thread includes an outermost loop or innermost loop. Research in [20] - [23] was still based on heuristics or simple evaluation model to select loops and only indirectly estimated the speculative multithreaded execution. The existing one-size-fits-all approaches obtain some performance improvements, but they apply the same strategies to select loops with different characteristics to be parallelized. These approaches are one-sizefits-all solutions and only fit for one kind of loops, while the ML-based approach proposes a loop-aware selection scheme for speculative parallelization according to the characteristics of the target loops.
In this article, a novel ML-based loop selection approach is proposed to select profitable loops to be executed in parallel. Firstly sufficient training examples are provided for machine learning model. The profiler is developed to collect the profiling information. Using profiling information, the Prophet compiler employs the thread partitioner to partition loops in turn into multithreaded programs that are estimated on the Prophet simulator. Finally these classification labels of loops and themselves form the training examples. Furthermore, features of these loops and their classification labels are put together to form training samples. Then, these training samples are used to build a K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) model for predicting the classification label for unseen loops in emotion-aware applications.
The novel ML-based loop selection approach is implemented in Prophet Compiler [24] based on SUIF research complier development framework. Experimental results show that the ML-based approach can select profitable loops for speculative parallelization and fully exploit the inherent parallelism of loops. Finally, the ML-based approach achieves an average speedup of 1.87 in SpMT system and provides a performance improvement of 6.70% for Olden benchmarks than the one-size-fits-all approach.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, the SpMT execution model of Prophet is first briefly described. In Section III, based on program profiling technology and the loop thread partitioning algorithm, the sufficient training examples are established. Section IV describes the ML-based loop selection framework, including feature extraction, training sample generation, training and applying prediction model to predict classification label for an unseen loop in emotion-aware application. Section V analyzes experimental results provided by the ML-based loop selection approach. In Section VI, related work is introduced and summarized. Finally, we conclude this article in Section VII. 
II. PRELIMINARY
Speculative multithreading is an effective technology for automatic parallelization of sequential programs. SpMT execution model of Prophet is shown in Fig. 1 [25] , serial program is decomposed into multiple speculative threads to be executed in parallel, and a different part of the program is executed by each speculative thread. During program runtime, only one non-speculative thread is allowed to commit calculation results to memory, and the results of all the other speculative threads should be validated before committing. On Prophet, spawning instruction pairs are used to label speculative threads and each of them is composed of Spawning Point (SP) and Control Quasi Independent Point (CQIP) in the program. If the sequence of SP-CQIPs is ignored, the program is sequential as shown in Fig. 1(a) . When an SP defined in parent thread is identified during program runtime, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , the speculative thread following the CQIP will be spawned by the parent thread. In SpMT System, the data generated by speculative threads need to be verified by the non-speculative thread. If it fails validation, non-speculative thread will continue to execute serially the speculative threads as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Otherwise, non-speculative thread rewrites the memory value and the speculative thread becomes non-speculative thread. In addition, Read after Write (RAW) dependence between nonspeculative thread and speculative thread occurs as shown in Fig.1 (d) , speculative child thread will restart itself on current state.
III. ESTABLISHING TRAINING EXAMPLES
In order to select the ideal loops of sequential program for speculative parallelization, loop selection is cast as the problem of machine learning. The paper wishes to train a prediction model which, given the feature vector X orig of the loop, predicts its classification label Y that whether it can be parallel by speculative multithreading. However, a particular problem encountered is that few sequential programs can satisfy the requirements for establishing training samples. To solve this problem, in our previous research [26] , after analyzing features affecting program's speedup, these essential features are chosen to represent a sequential program. Then, a feature set is built based on Olden benchmarks and disturb it to generate a new feature set. Furthermore, using the feature set, sufficient virtual programs are generated as a supplementary to the existing Olden benchmarks. These virtual programs will allow us to train the prediction model on larger training examples.
Training examples are generated as shown in 
A. PROFILER
Program profiling is a method that gathers and analyzes the runtime information during program execution in the past. Once the profiling information is collected, it is fed back to compiler which performs the predictive optimization. In theory, if the compiler can figure out all the precise program behavior, it can generate perfect binary code with the best performance on any platform. However, in fact, the compiler only obtains partial and imprecise program behavior, such as calling frequency of functions, branch probability, etc. Based on the profiling information, the compiler can eliminate uncertainty factors and obtain more precise program behavior than static analysis. In this paper, each program has been executed multiple times in advance by using multiple different input data sets. A profiler has been realized for generating these profiling information such as control flow and structure information that are also fed back into the Prophet compiler for guiding the loop thread partitioning.
Based on the control flow information, the Prophet compiler uses profiler to determine the most likely path of program by branch probability. Then, the control-based approach is used to generate multithreads on the path. Through the selection of the most likely path, it can eliminate some data dependences with low probabilities and perform data speculations.
For the sake of minimizing load imbalance among threads, the size of the thread should be considered, so Prophet compiler needs to know that how many instruction cycles a piece of code will occupy during program execution. Because there are unpredictable control flows, interrupts and nested function calls, dynamic instruction is difficult to be captured by the static analysis. In this section, program is first executed multiple times, and the profiler is used to collect dynamic instructions of functions and loops. Because a thread is composed of several basic blocks, Prophet compiler can estimate the execution time of a thread. For a function, the number of calls and the number of dynamic instructions are counted to calculate the average dynamic instruction count. For a loop, the profiler records its iteration times and dynamic instruction count of loop body in every iteration to get the average dynamic instruction count of its body. Synthesizing the above analyses, the profiler is developed to collect the following profiling information on SuifVM that is a virtual machine and can execute the SUIF IR instructions, the workflow of which is shown in Fig. 3 . When a SUIF IR instruction is executed, the different instruction types are processed in different ways:
• branch probability
The profiler monitors all the branch instructions and counts the execution times of each branch instruction E and the execution times of each branch instruction when its criterion condition is true T , then the profiler can calculate the probability of a conditional jump instruction with true P = T/E.
• average dynamic instruction count of a function The profiler collects the number of current function calls C and the number of current dynamic instructions S. Then, the average dynamic instruction count is calculated:
is the average dynamic instruction count in the last invocation.
• average dynamic instruction count of a loop The profiler records the iteration times D and the dynamic instruction count M in current iteration. Then,
is the average dynamic instruction count in the last iteration.
B. THREAD PARTITIONER
In this section, the Prophet compiler uses the thread partitioner to partition loops into multithreads for program parallelization. The thread partitioner is composed of control flow graph (CFG), control flow analysis, structure analysis, data flow analysis, data dependence model and thread partitioning algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4 , the source program is preprocessed into profiled low-SUIF IR. The low-SUIF program is analyzed by Prophet compiler and the compiler builds its CFG. Then Prophet compiler constructs the weighted control flow graph (WCFG) with profiling information. Next step, a structural analysis identifies the loop and non-loop regions. After that, based on data dependence model and data flow analysis, the loop thread partitioning algorithm partitions the loops into multithreaded programs. Hereto, the partitioner has finished all the work and generates threaded IR. 
1) STRUCTURE PREPROCESSING
Before loop thread partitioning, the low-SUIF program is preprocessed, the process has three major phases:
First, CFG is a directed graph of a program structure, so CFG is used to represent a program for analyzing control structures among basic blocks in high-level presentation. Based on CFG library provided by MachSUIF, instruction sequences can be divided into basic blocks. Second, profiler is used to collect branch probability, function and loop profiling information, and the profiling information is annotated to CFG. The CFG of program and the corresponding profiling information form a WCFG and The WCFG is realized as shown in Fig. 5 (b) .
Third, based on structural analysis, the Prophet compiler traverses the WCFG of each function and identifies the loop regions.
2) DATA DEPENDENCE MODEL
In SpMT, all speculative multithreads are executed aggressively in parallel and the inter-thread ambiguous data dependences are permitted. At runtime, all the data missspeculations can be detected and the Prophet underlying system can recover from data miss-speculations to ensure the correctness of the program. However, excessive data dependences among threads may lead to thread squash frequently.
In Prophet compiler, a data dependence model is implemented based on data dependence counts to quantify the data dependence degree between successive threads. If the two successive threads have a small count value, it means that successor thread has somewhat data independent on its predecessor thread and is a good candidate thread to be executed in parallel with its predecessor thread.
Definition 1: The data dependence counts DDC (T i , T i+1 ) are the number of data dependence arcs coming into a successor thread T i from predecessor thread T i+1 .
3) LOOP THREAD PARTITIONING ALGORITHM
Thread partitioning algorithm is crucial to the performance improvement in SpMT. Therefore, good thread partitioner needs to consider control flow, thread size, and data dependence model as a basis for thread partitioning algorithm.
The loop thread partitioning algorithm is described by Algorithm 1. While partitioning a loop, the Prophet compiler new_thread := generated_next_thread(exit_block, spawn_location, possible_executed_path); end if return multithreaded loop; } checks the profiling information on the average times of iterations and the number of dynamic instructions of loop. In general, small loops that has few dynamic instructions or iterates fewer times are not be partitioned into multithreads for speculative execution. On the contrary, the small loops are unwinding to increase the loop size, after which these loop bodies can be further partitioned into multithreaded program. For moderate loops, the Prophet compiler considers the data dependence counts OPTIMAL_DATA_DEPENDENCE_THRESHOLD between two successive iterations. If the new thread spawned at the next iteration is profitable, then the Prophet compiler will generate the thread for speculative parallelism.
4) AN EXAMPLE OF LOOP THREAD PARTITIONING
The virtual programs generated by our research and genuine programs are equal for loop thread partitioning. Although the actual meaning of virtual programs does not already exist, program features influencing speedup such as data and control dependences are still retained. Before loop thread partitioning, CFG is first constructed for each function, and then all the loops of programs are identified by the Prophet compiler using data and control flow analysis. Figure 6 shows the example of loop partitioning. Only if the thread size of loop body is proper and data dependence counts between successive iterations is less than a fixed threshold OPTIMAL_DATA_DEPENDENCE_THRESHOLD, the SP instruction is kept at the beginning basic block of loop body, and then a CQIP instruction is placed at the end basic block of loop body. When the program is executed speculatively, these loop bodies can be executed in parallel by the SP-CQIP instruction pair.
C. TRAINING EXAMPLES GENERATION
Our training examples are generated from prior knowledge by off-learning. These Olden benchmarks and virtual programs run on the Prophet simulator for collecting training examples. Using the loop partitioning algorithm (as shown in Algorithm 1), all the loops of training programs are broken down into multiple speculative threads, and the paper employs the Prophet simulator to evaluate the multithreaded programs. By the experimental evaluation, these profitable loops that can obtain good parallel performance are positive examples, other loops are negative examples. The generation process of training examples take two days by using eight Prophet simulators.
IV. ML-BASED LOOP SELECTION APPROACH
In this section, an ML-based loop selection approach is used to select loops for speculative parallelization and it mainly includes feature representation and extraction, training samples generation, and ML-based loop selection as illustrated in Fig. 7 . 
A. FEATURE REPRESENTATION AND EXTRACTION
One of the key aspects in ML-based loop selection approach is selecting the appropriate features to represent the loop. As we know, if a loop has the similar features with another loop, the two loops will have the same classification label for speculative parallelization. As shown in Table 1 , the paper extracts these features from a loop and uses them to characterize the loop.
When extracting the loop features, the SUIF-IR (high-level intermediate representation of SUIF) of program is firstly constructed, and then all feature analyses are performed on SUIF-IR. Static features are counted and extracted from training programs by Prophet compiler, while dynamic features are dealt with by program profiling. For a given loop, these features make up a fixed-length feature vector X orig = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] that is used to characterize the loop.
B. TRAINING SAMPLES GENERATION
The feature vector X orig of each loop and itself classification label Y orig constitute a training sample. Sample dataset is composed of features of all the loops and their classification labels. Feature vector of each loop X orig = [x 1 , x 2, · · · , x n ] corresponds to a point in the n-dimensional space R n , the classification label Y orig is an eigenvalue representing whether the loop can be speculatively parallelized.
C. LOOP SELECTION APPROACH BASED ON KNN
In this section, we focus on predicting classification label for an unseen loop using prediction model, then the preprocessing module will be in charge of converting a real program into MIPS program that is taken as input for thread partitioner in SUIF.
Classification label of an upcoming predicted loop is equivalent to its nearest samples, which is the premise whereon the ML-based loop selection approach partitions the loop into parallel threads. Once sufficient training samples are generated, an ML-based loop selection approach can be built. This prediction model is based on a KNN classification. The loop selection algorithm is described by Algorithm 2. When program is executing on Prophet, the feature vector X orig of each loop and its label Y orig are collected dynamically as a training sample. Once all the training program is running over, all training samples < x org−i , y orig (x org−i ) > are put together to form the KNN model. 
Algorithm 2 Loop Selection
} KNN is a simple and effective classifier. KNN-based learning methods only simply store the training samples, and the generalizing beyond these samples is postponed until a new unseen sample must be classified. When a new sample should be dealt with, the k nearest neighbor training samples are retrieved from memory and voting among its k nearest neighbors is used to classify the new sample.
In order to solve this problem, the ML-based approach firstly extracts features of the unseen loop x q , and then its k nearest training samples are found and located by the formula 1.
where n is the dimension of feature vector, x r q is the r th attributes of feature vector x q and x r i is the r th attributes feature vector x i , respectively. Once the k nearest training samples are found, the predicted classification label can be obtained by a simple majority vote to the K nearest training samples for guaranteeing model approximation and generalization.
Because the objective function is a one-dimensional feature vector Y , predicted result of the new sample x q is the label that is voted by K nearest training samples.
When the prediction model is built as described above, the classification label of the unseen loop can be predicted as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Once the classification label is predicted successfully, given a new sequential program, the predicted classification label is employed by the thread partitioner to decide whether the loop should be partitioned into multithreads for speculative parallelism.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, experimental setup is introduced and details of the Prophet simulator and benchmarks are provided. At last, experimental results are analyzed and discussed.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The execution model and the ML-based loop selection algorithm are implemented on Prophet. The compiler analyses and optimization of all the programs have been done at the SUIF-IR. We have developed a profiler to execute SUIF-IR programs and generate profiling information such as the most likely path of control flow graph, the average dynamic instruction count of loop iterations and called function, data value prediction. The Prophet simulator [27] models a multi-core processor with speculative multithreading technology. Each processing elements (PEs) has its own program counter, fetch unit, decode unit, and execution unit and it can fetch and execute instructions from a thread. Each PE has a private multi-versioned L1 cache with 2 cycles access latency and it is employed to cache the speculation results for each PE and performs cache communication. The prophet simulator uses MIPS ISA and the configuration parameters are shown in Table 2 . This paper uses Olden benchmarks to evaluate the ML-based selection approach. Olden benchmarks are written in C and they are classic benchmarks of emotion-aware applications. These programs usually manipulate complex data structure such as lists and trees, so they are difficult to be paralleled.
In this section, leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) is used to estimate the ML-based approach. That is, the program that its loops will be predicted for speculative parallelization is removed from the training samples and then a prediction model based on the remaining programs is built. This guarantees that the prediction model has not seen the target program before. The prediction model is used to generate selection scheme for the removed program. This process is repeated for each program in turn. It is a standard evaluation methodology, providing an estimation of the generalization ability of an ML-based model for predicting an unseen program.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
In this section, Olden benchmarks are tested on the Prophet simulator by using the multilevel-based loop selection approach [28] (it is a representative of one-size-for-all approach) and the ML-based loop selection approach.
From Fig. 8 , the experimental results show that, using the ML-based loop selection approach, all the programs of Olden benchmarks have gained better performance than multilevelbased approach, particularly em3d and health have obtained major performance improvement. Only program voronoi exhibits a meager increase. For further analyses, increase rate is defined as:
As shown the right column in Table 3 , the variation of the increasing rate is from 0.61% to 24.97%. Compared with the multilevel-based approach, experiment results show that the ML-based loop selection approach can select profitable loop for speculative parallelization and exploit more speculative parallelism. And further explains that the ML-based loop selection approach is valid and can get better performance improvement than the multilevel-based approach. The comparison of speculative execution breakdown between multilevel-based approach with 1 and ML-based loop selection approach with 2 is shown in Fig.9 . SR represents the success rate of speculative execution. DDV refers to the failure rate of speculative execution caused by data dependence violations. CV is the failure rate of speculative execution caused by control dependence violation. LP means the failure rate of speculative execution caused by low priority of speculative threads.
Program bh is a solver of the classic n-body problem. From Table 4 and 5, it is obvious that program bh adopts heterogenous octree as the main data structures, there are complex data dependences in loops, at same time the average number of iterations and loop body size are 9.14 and 200.45 (Table 5) , respectively. Compared with the multilevel-based approach, the ML-based approach employs profitable loops to execute in parallel, resulting that the speculative success rate is decreased. However, program bh has some extent of increase in the number of the spawned threads, so the spawned thread count of speculative execution is increased (Table 3) , finally the ML-based approach provides a performance improvement of 3.35% for program bh.
Program bisort implements forward and backward sort algorithms. From Table 5 , it is obvious that there are 3 loop structures with fewer dynamic instructions and only 2 loops are executed in fact. Because program bisort uses binary tree data structure to store the numbers and has complex data dependences (Figure 9 ), both the multilevel-based selection approach and ML-based approach obtain lower speedup of 1.26 and 1.30 respectively. Compared with the multilevelbased approach, the ML-based approach chooses profitable loops that have larger data dependence counts and thread size to exploit all possible parallelism in program. Due to the increase of successful speculative threads, eventually the ML-based approach achieves a performance improvement of 3.87%.
Program em3d models the transmission of electromagnetic waves in a three-dimensional object. As shown in Table 5 , there are many larger loops that contain 265.99 average dynamic instructions and the average iteration times are 8.73, so program em3d has larger loop-level parallelism and obtains the highest speedup by the multilevel-based approach and the ML-based approach (Figure 8) . Furthermore, using the ML-based loop selection approach, program em3d gains the optimal performance improvement. All nested loops are parallelized by multilevel loop selection approach whereas the ML-based approach has only selected profitable loops for speculative parallelization according to the characteristics of loops in program em3d. As shown in Table 3 , both the success rate of speculative execution and the spawned thread count of program em3d have some increase, so that successful threads have also increase, resulting that the ML-based loop selection approach exploits more speculative threads to participate in parallel computation and the speedup obtains improvement of 24.97%.
Program health uses a four-way tree to model the multilevel health-care system that includes multiple hospitals. Health has 14 loops, just like program em3d, loop-level parallelism is the major source of program health. Although program health has many loops, there is only one nested loop, so there are increased faintly in the success rate of speculative execution and the spawned thread count. Previous multilevelbased loop selection approach chooses some unprofitable loops for speculative execution while the ML-based approach selects all profitable loops to be executed in parallel by machine learning to exploit loop-level parallelism. As shown in Table 3 , compared with the multilevel-based approach, the successfully spawned threads is increased, hence, the ML-based approach allows more speculative threads to take part in speculative execution and has gained a performance improvement of 6.39%.
Program mst is a kind of graph algorithm that calculates the minimum spanning tree. Mst employs singly linked lists to solve problem and has complex data structures. Meanwhile, the multilevel-based approach selects 5 loops with larger thread size for speculative execution while the ML-based approach chooses all the profitable loops. Compared with the multilevel-based approach, the ML-based approach predicts the classification label for every loop by predicting model, resulting the spawned thread count and the success rate of spawned threads increased. At last, program mst spawns a lot of the successfully spawned threads for speculative parallelization and causes a performance improvement of 8.06%.
Program power is a solver of power pricing system problem. Power has similar data structure with mst, it adopts multi-way tree and single-linked lists as data structure and has complex data dependencies. As shown in Table 5 , program power contains 20 loop structures and loop body size is big. Because of complex data dependences, compared with the multilevel-based approach, the ML-based approach picks up all the profitable loops and partitions them into multithreads to executed in parallel. Through analysis, the parallelism mainly comes from loop-level parallelism, especially in function main and optimize_node. From Table 3 and Fig. 9 , it is obvious that the spawned success rate and the spawned thread count are increased, so the success spawned threads have also increased. Finally, the ML-based approach obtains a respectable performance improvement of 3.61%.
Program tsp implements the traveling salesman problem in a planargraph. As shown in Table 5 , only 6 loops are executed in fact while there are 7 loop structures. However, the average iteration times of loop are 94.5 and the average dynamic instruction count of loop bodies is 1267.25. Previous multilevel-based approach selects the 6 loops for speculative execution while the ML-based approach chooses 4 loops. Compared with previous approach, although the ML-based approach generates a fewer spawned threads, it improves the success rate and increases the successfully spawned threads. Finally, the ML-based approach achieves a performance improvement of 2.77%.
Program voronoi generates a voronoi digram for random points. There are some loops in program Voronoi, but almost no nested loops. As shown in Table 5 , although loop body size is 137, the iteration times are very small, only 1.3, therefore loops contains fewer parallelism. Compared with the multilevel-based approach, the ML-based loop selection approach predicts the classification label for each loop by prediction model and then the loop thread partitioner decomposes them into multithreads to be executed in parallel. As illustrated in Table 3 , although the spawned thread count is reduced, the corresponding success rate of speculative execution is increased. As a result, the successful spawned thread count is increased. The results indicate that the ML-based loop selection approach doesn't appear to be quite different from the multilevel-based approach, so the speedup only obtains a performance improvement of 0.61%.
As shown in Table 4 , it is obvious that the mean and variance of thread size generated by the ML-based loop selection approach are lesser than multilevel-based approach. It indicates that modest thread size can gain higher speedup. VOLUME 5, 2017 Furthermore, some programs (bh, em3d, power and voronoi) exploit the parallelism by coarse-grained threads (thread size is greater than 100 instructions), while some programs (bisort, health, mst, and tsp) use fine-grained threads to exploit the parallelism.
Through the above analyses, two conclusions can be concluded: (1) The ML-based loop selection approach can choose profitable loops and partition them into multithreads for speculative execution by coarse-grained or fine-grained threads. Which thread size is helpful to improve the speedup? This is determined by the loop's characteristics; (2) Although the sacrifice of a certain success rate of speculative execution will increase the time overhead of thread squash, compared to the multilevel-based approach, the ML-based loop selection approach can pick up more speculative threads for speculative parallelism; (3) The speedup of multithreaded program is related to not only success rate and the spawned thread count but also load imbalance and thread size. Whether the speedup of program is improved depends on benefit is greater than the overhead caused by speculative parallelism. In conclusion, the ML-based approach achieves an average speedup of 1.87 and provides a performance improvement of 6.70% for Olden benchmarks than the multilevel-based approach. The experimental results show that the ML-based loop selection approach can find the optimal classification label of loop for speculative parallelization and is more stable approach in different programs.
VI. RELATED WORK
Emotion-aware computing is computing that the computer is capable of understanding and responding to human emotions. Most existing emotion-aware applications in this area are compute-intensive sequential programs and they need to be executed in parallel for quickly obtaining these results of emotion-aware computing. Because loops hold most of the computation time during the execution, they are the target of parallel computing. Liu et al. [29] proposed a loop selection approach based on performance prediction. Basing on profiling information and various speculative factors, they established a prediction model for selecting loops that are executed in parallel. Shen et al. [20] , using profiling information, proposed an evaluation method to choose loops for maximizing program performance. Liu et al. [30] leveraged the code structure of the loop iterations to generate tasks and used profiling information to discard ineffective tasks by estimation. Liu et al. [28] , using expert experiences, parallelized all the profitable nested loops by multilevel spawning strategies. Li and Zhao [17] developed the thread counter to predict the runtime performance of threads. Based on the analysis of different thread behaviors, loops are selected automatically to be performed in parallel. Using misspeculation cost model, Johnson et al. [31] decomposed loop structure into multiple threads. Gayatri et al. [18] used task-based programming model to parallel all while-loops. Aldea et al. [19] augmented the OpenMP capabilities by using thread level speculation technology and supported the all nested loops for speculative execution. Hirata et al. [23] used the expert experience to select loops and executed their iterations speculatively in parallel. Bhattacharyya et al. [22] proposed a framework that can use two different heuristics to find loops for speculative parallelization. These studies have obtained some acceleration effect for loop-level parallelism, but there are still some limitations: First, these works select loops for speculative execution based on simple cost model and not all of them can obtain good parallel performance. Second, the existing methods adopt one-size-fits-all strategies to select loops, only partial loops are selected for speculative execution. In contrast, this paper uses a loopaware characteristic approach to select loops for speculative parallelization.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes a novel ML-based loop selection approach to choose the profitable loops for speculative parallelization in emotion-aware applications. For the sake of providing sufficient training examples for prediction model, the profiler is developed to collect the profiling information that reflects more precise program behavior than static analysis. Using profiling information, the Prophet compiler employs the thread partitioner to partition loops into multithreaded programs, and then these programs are estimated by using the Prophet simulator. Finally these classification labels of loops and themselves form the training examples. Furthermore, features of these loops and their classification labels are put together to generate sufficient training samples. The paper uses training samples to build automatically a model that is used to predict the classification label for unseen loops in emotion-aware sequential program, allowing for a quick search for the thread solution space.
The ML-based loop selection approach is implemented on the Prophet compiler. The results show that the ML-based approach can accurately select profitable loops for speculative parallelization. From an overall perspective, using Olden benchmarks, the results are satisfactory and the ML-based approach achieves performance improvement by an average of 6.70% on a 4-core processor than the onesize-fits-all approach. In conclusion, the ML-based approach employs a loop-aware selection strategy and delivers a significant increase in speedup for each of unseen emotion-aware sequential programs. 
